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Abstract

Keywords

The appearance of pests is one of the major problems that exist in the growth of crops, as they can damage the
production if the appropriate measures are not taken. Within the framework of the Integrated Pest Management
strategy (IPM), early detection of pests is an essential step in order to provide the most appropriate treatment
and avoid losses. This paper proposes the architecture of a system intensive farming in greenhouses featuring
the ability to detect environmental variations that may favour the appearance of pests. This system can
suggest a plan or treatment that will help mitigate the effects that the identified pest would produce otherwise.
Furthermore, the system will learn from the actions carried out by the humans throughout the different stages of
crop growing and will add it as knowledge for the prediction of future actions. The data collected from sensors,
through computer vision, or the experiences provided by the experts, along with the historical data related to
the crop, will allow for the development of a model that contrasts the predictions of the actions that could be
implemented with those already performed by technicians. Within the technological ecosystems in which the
Integrated Pest Management systems develop their action, traceability models must be incorporated. This will
guarantee that the data used for the exploitation of the information and, therefore for the parameterization of the
predictive models, are adequate. Thus, the integration of blockchain technologies is considered key to provide
them with security and confidence.
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I. Introduction

agrochemicals may produce adverse effects on health [5]–[10].

P

RESERVING the crops and increasing production is a constant
concern of vegetable growers. The appearance of diseases and
external agents such as fungi, bacteria, insects, and other forms of plant
or animal life can be a threat that jeopardizes the crops, and hence the
livelihood of growers and their families. This does not only put the primary
sector groups at risk, but it also has a direct impact on the economy of a
country and compromises the nutritional security of the inhabitants of the
countries that are dependent on the supply of such goods.
In order to counter the various pests that endanger the supply of
food and agricultural commodities, a wide range of products called
agrochemicals, phytosanitary products or pesticides are used. These
highly toxic synthetic compounds include chemical components
that can eliminate pests and vectors of communicable diseases while
avoiding damage to the crops [1], [2].

Given the controversy over the permissiveness in the use of certain
chemicals, which are banned in some countries [3] and exploited in
others [4], epidemiological studies show that human exposure to these
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In addition, the excessive or indiscriminate employment of
agrochemicals can lead to a decrease in their own efficiency, generating
just the opposite effect to the one desired [11], [12]. These substances
can accelerate the development of resistant weeds and favour the
increase of the pest population. Such resistance is more likely to
occur in genetically modified crops, as they tolerate a very narrow
spectrum of herbicides [13]. This makes rotation difficult due to the
depletion of the biodiversity of agricultural land [14], which causes
the development of persistent weeds, insect pests and pathogenic
bacteria that evolve and spread rapidly [15]. The latter may lead to
use more toxic profile herbicides [16] that will most probably turn
detrimental to the environment [17]. The grower gets trapped in a
harmful and unsustainable circle given that those varieties require a
greater contribution of fertilisers, water and pesticides, which increases
the dependence on the use of synthetic products and may lead to a
decrease in production [18], [19].
Adding to the drawbacks implied in the application of the products
mentioned above, such agricultural waste is the most widespread,
dispersed and difficult to control, and becomes one of the main
sources of contamination of groundwater, surface water and soil. This
serious environmental problem is also transferred to the population of
developed countries where the problems of food poisoning have also
had a negative social and economic impact [20], [21].
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The desire of consumers to obtain food free of harmful
chemicals, together with the need for a real system of sustainable
and organic farming, has triggered the creation of an Integrated Pest
Management system (IPM), as a scientific paradigm in safe food
production. This procedure allows to manage the agroecosystem
favouring the grower through the observation of environmental
aspects that enables the incorporation of alternative non-chemical
measures or techniques to pesticides. Integrated Pest Management
“emphasises the growth of a healthy crop with the least possible
disruption to agro-ecosystems and encourages natural pest control
mechanisms” [22].
The development of populations of harmful organisms is avoided
by the preventive application of those control measures, which
minimizes risks to both human health and the environment. Therefore,
it is essential to accurately detect different pest infestations when they
are just emerging and to establish a control and prevention strategy
that is as effective as possible. In this sense, it is essential to identify
the problem correctly. However, carrying out these actions involves
several difficulties. An adequate diagnosis of the situation relies on
historical data obtained about the area, the knowledge of growers, or
the observations and sampling conducted by technicians on the crop
areas [23] on a weekly or biweekly basis [24].
Furthermore, global trade and climate change favour the
appearance of new species and the displacement of habitats,
making the future spread of harmful organisms unpredictable [25].
Accordingly, early detection of pests and the minimum application
of plant protection products are critical requirements to avoid an
increase in pollution and obtain less chemically treated though
healthier agricultural products.

II. Material and Methods
Our research aimed at creating a system that is able to autonomously
monitor the state of crops, analyse their evolution, enable early
detection of pests, and forewarn the emergence of new ones as well as
their likely transmission vectors.
The design shown corresponds to an Integrated Pest Management
system harnessing the capacity to collect information from various
sources, analyse such data, extract characteristics, or draw patterns for a
better understanding of the behaviour of external agents that may affect
the development of crops. Among these external agents are mainly
insects or pests, and all those climatic, environmental or biological
factors influencing the growth of plants. In this way, a predictive
plan can be created to enable preventive action, which will reduce the
application of agrochemicals significantly and will contribute to the
long-term sustainability of the agri-food system.
This section describes the IPM strategies and techniques that have
been applied to determine each of the system components for the
intelligent acquisition, processing, and evaluation of the information
required to model the system architecture. The data provided and
their sources, which are also essential to create our predictive pest
management model, are considered.
Research conducted by Fidesol has determined that the parameters
described in Table I are the most appropriate ones to be considered
when addressing an IPM system for intensive crops farming.
TABLE I. Influential Parameters in the Appearance of Pests and Other
Elements Harmful to Plants

In response to these demands, different technological solutions
have emerged for the detection of pests using intelligent aircraft.
Some studies, such as that of Hunt et al. [26], propose a pest
detection system based on sensors and unmanned aircraft systems
to acquire high-resolution images of potato crops. To check if a crop
is infected, these authors analyse the nitrogen content in the leaves
of the plants, allowing them to act quickly. In this regard, Stumph
et al. [27] evaluate an automatic system for the early detection of
pests that uses unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with cameras too,
ultraviolet technology and algorithms based on computer vision.
Likewise, Shamshiri et al. [28] study the behaviour of the pests in oil
palm plantations drawing on a drone equipped with sensors. Its aim
is the design of three controllers (PID, LQR, and LQR plus observer)
that allow for automatic insects detection. Finally, Psirofonia et al.
[29] carry out a study on three cases where a drone, in combination
with electronic traps, is used for pest detection and spraying of olive
and palm trees.
In other studies, researchers also use computer vision techniques
and a sensor system to detect pests in greenhouse crops [30]–[32].
Huddar et al. [33] propose an algorithm for pest detection based on
image processing that has be tested on outdoor crops as well as in
greenhouses. Their algorithm is 96% accurate in detecting whiteflies,
one of the most damaging pests to crops. Studies such as that of
Nguyen and Nansen [34] use data provided by hyperspectral sensors to
feed an algorithm that classifies the risk of pest infestation in spinach
and cabbage plantations.
In this work, we present the architecture of an automatic system
based on sensors and cameras for the identification, recording, and
tracking of different pests that may affect intensive farming crops
in greenhouses. In section II, the proposed architecture and its
components are defined and explained in detail. The discussion about
this architecture is exposed in section III. Finally, the conclusions and
future work are considered in section IV.
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Parameter
Soil temperature (ºC)
Soil moisture (%RH)

Description
Soil temperature at root level
Soil moisture at root level

Soil electrical conductivity
(s/m)

Soil electrical conductivity at the root level

Solar radiation (W/m2)
Air temperature (ºC)
Air humidity (%RH)
Precipitation (mm/h)
Altitude (m)
Atmospheric pressure (Pa)
Wind direction (º)
Wind speed (m/s)

Direct and diffuse radiation
Air temperature
Relative air humidity
Water content in precipitation
The height of the area in relation to sea level
Atmospheric pressure outside the greenhouse
Wind direction
Wind speed

Surface leaf temperature (ºC)

Surface leaf temperature

Stem thickness (mm)
Nitrates (ppm)
Potassium (ppm)
CO2 (ppm)

Stem thickness
Nitrate levels in the soil
Potassium level in the soil
CO2 level in the air
The effort that the roots have to make to
extract the water they need from the soil
PH level of the soil
Soil type classification
Property where the cultivation takes place
Greenhouse where the cultivation takes place
Type of plant
Varieties of seeds
Kind of graft
Transplant form
Distance between rows
Distance between plants
Time cycle when cultivation takes place
Plant previously sown
Date on which the sample is collected

Soil tension (kPa)
PH (pH)
Soil type
Property
Agricultural area
Plant genus
Seed variety
Grafting
Plantation type
Row distance (m)
Plants distance (m)
Cycle
Previous sowing
Sample date
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A. IPM Strategies and Techniques
The analysis of the state of the plants, together with the study of
the growth rate of the pest populations is intended to develop control
strategies aimed at reducing the use of chemical controls, through
activities of surveillance, biological and chemical control.
The main application of IPM took place in agriculture, although
the benefits of its implementation in other fields have been proven
later, such as in the control of weeds, diseases, and other plagues that
can damage crops, gardens and other urban spaces [35]–[37].
With the adoption of the IPM, activities are now focused on
preventive monitoring and analysis of crops to reduce the populations
of harmful organisms, using appropriate cultivation techniques and
ecological measures. The IPM prioritizes non-chemical methods so
that professional pesticide users opt for practices and products that pose
the least risk to human health and the environment. Therefore, after a
regular inspection on the appearance of a specific pest, its growth is
observed and, if it exceeds a certain threshold, the action is executed by
applying a preferably biological treatment [22]. Only when the control
results are not satisfactory, the appropriate plant protection products
are applied for each case. A general outline of the IPM system is shown
below in Fig. 1.

• Action/application of control measures. Action is taken when the
pest has been monitored and identified, and the control thresholds
have been exceeded even following the application of preventive
methods that have not proved effective enough in controlling
the pests and diseases. The application of cultural, physical or
biological methods, which pose the least risk to health and the
environment, such as trapping or weeding, always comes first in
the implementation of control measures. If, after application of
the relevant measures, the results continue to exceed the action
thresholds, a switch to the use of chemicals shall be made by
selecting those authorised for effective control. These chemicals
should be as much compatible as possible with non-target
organisms to avoid harm to insects for natural pest control and
others that are also beneficial, such as bees [38].
• Evaluation of results. At this step, the results of the prevention or
control actions taken are assessed in order to know their degree of
effectiveness or unsought effects, which will help to determine the
appropriate actions if a similar case arises in the future. In addition,
a report will be produced whose main purpose is to verify the
degree of effectiveness of the measures, identify trends through the
analysis of results, and include the observations deemed necessary.
• Prevention. One of the first actions of pest control in IPM strategy
is the application of preventive measures to prevent pests from
becoming a threat. Some of these measures are based on the
following methods: crop rotation, the use of appropriate cultivation
techniques, or the selection of crop species resistant to pests. These
methods are usually profitable in the long-term as well as friendly
with humans and the environment [39]. This type of measures
builds the framework of the first actions to be implemented for the
prevention or elimination of harmful organisms.
Each of the steps that make up the IPM have been considered
in the architecture design proposed in this work, as detailed in the
following section.

B. Proposed Architecture
The architecture proposed in this work is defined within the
framework of Directive 2009/128/ EC on Sustainable Use of Pesticides
of the 21 October 2009, based on the principles of the IPM that consider
“all available plant protection methods and subsequent integration of
appropriate measures that discourage the development of populations
of harmful organisms and keep the use of plant protection products
and other forms of intervention to levels that are economically and
ecologically justified and reduce or minimize risks to human health
and the environment” [22].
Fig. 1. General outline of the steps identified for the IPM system.

In this research work, for the adoption and correct compliance
of IPM strategy, the following steps are considered to achieve the
adequate environmental sanitary conditions and avoid the proliferation
of harmful organisms:

Once the correspondence of the approaches and measures of
the IPM strategy with the necessary technological components that
promote the application of its principles has been identified, the system
architecture is described in Fig. 2.

• Monitoring and identification of pests. It is worth mentioning
that it is not necessary to reduce the population of all insects that
may appear in pest control. Some of them are harmless and even
beneficial. It is essential to identify and differentiate them in order
to act according to the threshold defined within the framework
for action agreed at the national level. Through monitoring and
identification, the possibility of unnecessary or incorrect use of
pesticides is removed.
• Checking the action threshold / intervention model. Before taking
any control action, it should be observed whether a threshold has
been reached where conditions indicate that pest control measures
should be taken.

Fig. 2. System architecture.

By relying on the data provided continuously by the different
sources and also on the data history, the proposed system is able to
early detect incidents that may occur during the life of a crop and
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determine the physiological state from its phenological stage in realtime. All this information flow helps to establish a sound foundation on
which to create a predictive system based on machine learning.
However, the implementation of an Integrated Pest Management
system is particularly challenging since the information for each plant is
not yet fully defined, as is the case with thresholds for all types of pests.
There is a need for plant health expertise to help ensure the sustainable
and efficient use of plant protection products. The determination of
safe and scientifically sound threshold values depends on the place
of cultivation and is even a controversial issue among experts [40].
The impressive amount and complexity of variables that intervene
in this system to define parasitic phenomena (both of environmental
origin and of the crop itself) make it necessary to carry out welloriented and advanced research in which technology and fieldwork
are highly relevant. In addition to the parameters considered in the
system described here and the knowledge acquired during the learning
process of the system itself for this environment over several complete
production cycles, the presence of an infestation will be essential to
detect accurately its appearance in advance, as well as its level of
severity so that the most suitable solution can be adopted in each case.
Regarding the steps that make up the IPM system, the guidelines to
create the proposed architecture are explained below.

1. Monitoring and Identification of Pest
To enhance the prevention principle of Integrated Pest Management,
monitoring and identifying the species that can negatively affect the
production of a given crop is essential. In this case, monitoring typically
entails a visual process that implies exploring and observing the plants
on a regular basis. This type of observation is a time-consuming
activity that may result in the pest not being timely detected, but just
when the infestation has reached very high levels. The aim of this
research work is the early detection of pests through the creation of
an intelligent system featuring the ability to monitor and identify the
level of infestation by resorting to data acquisition techniques specific
to precision agriculture and computer vision.
a) Data Acquisition
In order to know the status of a crop, it is essential to collect data
for subsequent analysis and act on the results obtained. Automatic data
collection is a critical step as this generate a more specific view of all
the elements that can affect a crop.
• Technical work. The monitoring process is usually performed
manually by qualified technicians. This task requires checking
the plates used to detect crop pests for at least two hours a day.
So, this is not always possible if other more critical tasks arise.
For the horticultural plants in the study area, the placement of the
plates should be one every 100 m2, i.e., 100 plates in 1 hectare.
The inspection is conducted once or twice a week to examine the
species caught and check the growth or decline of the population
observed while taking into account the threshold for action. Should
this activity be reinforced with automation techniques, better
monitoring, early detection and more frequent assessment of the
status of the crop will be available.
• Wireless sensor network. It allows to obtain continuously the
parameters associated with the crop in real-time, providing greater
control of the exploitation and capacity in case of contingencies.
It consists of a remote unit with an autonomous power supply that
includes a solar panel and battery together with sensors that collect
and transfer the environmental information (climate and soil
parameters) to other remote unit. The continuous collection of such
information becomes a key component of a more accurate early
detection mechanism to respond quickly to adverse situations.

of information assurance technologies, both on input devices
and sensors. Internet of Things (IoT) devices pose a security
challenge since well-established data protection protocols are
not yet comprehensively embedded and there is no a “one-sizefits-all” solution. For IoT to be fully exploited, information and
communication encryption along with appropriate authentication
requests must be implemented. Blockchain technology allows
to store encrypted information for each IoT device. A complete
security layer will also be provided in the blockchain IoT system so
that authentication will be more secure. Blockchain will allow for
security and non-repudiation management in IoT sensor networks
and the certification of multimedia content assuring the veracity,
transparency and security of the information.
• Data mining of external systems. Agricultural information
systems are of particular interest as they make it possible to
identify a large number of properties, their characteristics, data
history, yields, pests, common diseases, monitoring performed,
and control measures taken. This type of instrument enables
agricultural technicians to record information and observations
on the plot. The work of the technicians is time demanding, albeit
it is essential since the historical data on the crop resulting from
monitoring activities are invaluable for decision-making on the
integrated management pest strategy.
• Data from the Agroclimatic Information System (SIAR) [41].
The SIAR network “has more than 460 stations located on irrigated
areas in 12 autonomous communities in Spain. This collaborative
network has a coverage of 90% of the irrigable area of the country
and allows obtaining meteorological data with an hourly average
frequency from one or several stations” [42]. The parameters
obtained through this source of information provide value not only
in terms of temperature and humidity but also for wind direction
and intensity. As a consequence, it is possible to study the spread
of a pest on a small (in the same agricultural area) and a large
geographical scale (different agricultural areas).
• Computer Vision Systems. Within an automatic identification
system, computer vision plays a fundamental role since it allows
for the recognition of objects just as the human eye could. The use
of this methodology has great potential in identifying insects based
on size, shape or colour. In addition, this system is more effective
if it describes at what development stage the insects tested are in
order to know the status of the pest and act accordingly.
b) Register
Data sources will be dealt with NoSQL and SQL storage systems
for the management of large volumes of unstructured and structured
data according to their purpose, so as to reduce query latency in realtime information requests.
c) Sensor Data Normalization
Data normalization is an essential step for the integration of
devices from different manufacturers and therefore offer different data
structures. The normalization of the data sent by each device aims to
obtain a standard scale in the values, reduce the data structures and
achieve standardization, thus avoiding the loss of information and
processing errors (Fig. 3). The aim is to transform data into a standard
format that allows the exchange and representation of information
from different heterogeneous devices [43]. This technique allows us
to prepare the data so that the algorithms can model them properly. A
difference in the scale of values can cause problems when combining
data as characteristics in a model. By fitting in the same distribution
within a series of calculations, a more stable behaviour in optimization
methods is achieved.

It is paramount to take into consideration the implementation
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3. Evaluation
Professional users shall check the effectiveness of the measures
implemented on the basis of recorded data on prevention, control and
monitoring of harmful organisms. All the protection methods applied
and the results obtained shall be carefully examined for subsequent
introduction into the system (either manually or automatically).
The threshold values of the parameters above to which the different
prevention and action measures are applied will be reviewed to adjust
them as much as possible when the problem that caused them has
already been solved.
Fig. 3. Monitoring and identification of pests by the system.

d) Processing
The analysis of the characteristics of the data sets is carried out to
limit them and thus avoid working with repeated and irrelevant data.
To that purpose, structures are simplified in terms of their dimension
and complexity, which improves understanding of the information
and performance. The reduction of this dimensionality is also aimed
at the segmentation and classification of the data with supervised
classification algorithms. This action focuses on avoiding processing
errors in the algorithms for which the review is performed in order to
eliminate erroneous data by completing the information in the event
of sensor failures and generating data that can be verified from nearby
stations.

2. Diagnosis According to Thresholds and Application of
Prevention and Control Measures
Once the information from the different sources has been collected,
the anomaly monitoring and identification module can provide an
intelligent diagnosis that will be reviewed in the integrated pest
management plan and action will be taken, if necessary. The results of
such monitoring shall be based on the threshold levels established for
each harmful organism in the given region, the specific areas, the crops,
the climatic conditions of each plot, and the level of economic damage.
The sighting of a pest does not always imply the need for control
since it will not be necessary to take a limiting action if it does not
exceed the established threshold of infestation. An inference engine is
responsible for making intelligent decisions basing on the knowledge
already acquired or on new data registered so that the system feeds back
to infer an appropriate diagnosis and determine an action according to
the circumstances analysed. The methodology used by the inference
engine follows the process presented in Fig. 4.

In addition, the information in the system will be updated with the
registration of all the variations in terms of products authorised and
expressly approved for cultivation, new developments in innovative
products that are healthy and environmentally friendly, as well as
with the alterations or additions to legal and health matters. This also
ensures that the product meets the quality requirements set.
The large amount of information and learning are processed in a
cognitive engine that feeds the inference engine so that the latter can
make intelligent decisions based on the knowledge already acquired
or on new data. So, the system feeds back to infer a diagnosis that is
increasingly accurate and adapted to the circumstances analysed.

III. Discussion
IPM is a fundamental part of all activities involved in the
efficient management of a greenhouse. In this system, the detection
and classification of insects is a must. The employment of various
automatic methods for pest detection in the crop optimizes this task
and significantly improves the results.
One of the data collection methods in the architecture proposed
in this work begins with insect sampling to assess the status/level of
infestation. Some of the research in this area shows the potential of image
processing algorithms to count insects captured in traps. In one of the
works analysed, a system based on colour heuristics and mathematical
morphology is used [44]. This system consists of the delimitation
of the region of interest, application of the colour transformations,
segmentation based on thresholds, and detection of young whitefly
nymphs. Others rely on simple image processing systems, using size,
colour, or outline to detect specimens [45]–[47]. It was shown that
the count was done faster automatically than manually. Some authors
propose a method for identifying whiteflies in greenhouses based on
their own algorithm called LOSS [48]. However, this method is later
improved by abstracting the position and illumination to achieve a
better identification process [49]. Also noteworthy are the works for
the detection of aphids [46], [50] and whiteflies [51] in greenhouses
using different formulas with which a system based on Support Vector
Machines (SVM) will make the classification.
In our project, with the module of pest recognition by computer
vision, we try to detect the spectrum that comprises the main harmful
organisms causing higher economic losses in agricultural production.
The diagnosis of pests will be obtained by studying the level of
occupation in the leaves of the plants and their symptoms, by means
of the most efficient algorithms of classification based on SVM, as
they are the ones providing the best results, which will be evaluated to
obtain the highest possible efficiency for each of the insects.

Fig. 4. Inference engine. Evaluation of the input for diagnosis and action or
prevention plan.

However, it should be noted that different computer vision
techniques may not be sufficient for early and high-quality detection.
The project incorporates self-adjusting algorithms for acquiring
knowledge using machine learning techniques, viewed from a
perspective based on agricultural knowledge and the capacity for
critical evaluation acquired from the observation of crops development.
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the observation of plants, the interpretation of images obtained from
cameras, and decision-making for early pest detection, research such
as that of Boissard [52] focuses on the application of image processing
algorithms adapted with machine learning techniques. Some studies
use SVM-based algorithms as a classification method [51], [53],
[54], cascaded convolutional neural networks [55] or neural learning
algorithms together with knowledge-based techniques for an automatic
image interpretation system [56]. The system proposed goes further
since the learning algorithms used to obtain a pest diagnosis not only
act in the computer vision system but also consider the whole set of
standardized input data that have been collected from different sources
of information in the system.
Recent works use additional components from the precision
agriculture that integrate a network of sensors to measure temperature,
humidity and light intensity levels in a greenhouse, using image
acquisition and computer vision system [57]. Also, in order to control
pests, a system of light, relative humidity and soil moisture sensors are
usually installed [58]–[61], or underground acoustic sensor nodes with
a mathematical simulation model [62].
In the work of Calderón [61], the variables related to environmental
conditions such as air temperature, relative humidity, CO2 concentration,
luminosity, wind direction and speed, solar and ultraviolet radiation
are studied for monitoring. Likewise, the analysis of soil moisture in
multiparametric monitoring for this product is considered of interest
[63]. On the other hand, regarding the study of fungal diseases, air
temperature and humidity are observed as critical factors [64]. All
these parameters have been considered when designing the architecture
proposed in this work, together with others also considered such as
edaphological, meteorological and indoors environmental parameters,
and those relating to the state and characteristics of the plant variety, as
well as the location in the greenhouse. As a result, we have more than
thirty parameters that allow for a very precise pest detection and control
framework that can even help to find new variables that influence the
appearance of pests and diseases in crops.

IV. Conclusions and Future Work

environmentally friendly way. By considering environmental factors,
appearance and insect activity, it is possible to predict the appearance
of pests and diseases in an uncontrolled agricultural environment and
apply the most appropriate measure in each case.
Work will continue in the search for the most effective algorithms
that allow for the diagnosis of diseases and pests through the large
volume of parameters provided on a continuous basis along with
the building of the knowledge base that will feed the system. It will
be necessary to identify the limitations imposed by the presence of
elements that disrupt and alter the measurements of the system, e.g. the
presence of dirt, excessive light or silence in the data acquisition system
that have provided erroneous data in the diagnosis provided. Finally,
the study of the behaviour of pests and diseases will be extended so
that the proposed system will become more accurate across different
experimental locations resulting from the comparison and improved
results from real situations. In this way, new influencing factors can
be identified, and those that are more unpredictable and represent a
threat to the development of both this and any other type of crop can
be pointed out.
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